
Mr. John Bear, Mr. Clair Moeller          
Midcontinent Independent System Operator  
720 City Center Dr. 
Carmel, IN  46032 
 
June 09, 2022 
 
RE:  State Response to 2022-2023 PRA Results 

 

Dear Mr. Bear and Mr. Moeller: 

We write you today as individual retail regulators of MISO members with exclusive jurisdiction 
over resource adequacy, and shared responsibility with MISO and our utilities to ensure safe and 
reliable electric service at reasonable and affordable rates. 

For nearly two decades we have achieved this shared goal by implementing a wide variety of 
state and local planning processes, legislative initiatives, and information sharing activities. For 
its part, MISO has worked with states, stakeholders, and FERC to provide market signals and 
reliability requirements that optimize the fleet of resources brought forth by its members while 
respecting state jurisdiction. As evidenced by the recent PRA results, it is time to review these 
market signals and reliability requirements, and to enhance the collaboration between MISO, the 
states, and other entities responsible for resource adequacy. Put simply, MISO must ensure it has 
the markets and planning processes in place that can deliver the reliability and economic 
efficiencies its members expect.  

As states pursue the full benefit of MISO membership, reserve margins within the region are 
trending towards their minimum requirements, ensuring generation is not overbuilt at 
ratepayers’ expense and to the detriment of ratepayers. As excess generation has been retired, 
the small but significant portion of load spread throughout the footprint that is not subject to 
state commission regulation becomes increasingly important. MISO must provide regional 
visibility into how this load is planned to be served so that states can fully understand the 
landscape of risks associated with decisions that are not subject to their oversight. Given the 
massive industry transition that is underway, we must acknowledge these results as further 
impetus for our ongoing efforts to work together to provide transparency, reduce uncertainty, 
and ensure roles and responsibilities for resource adequacy are crystal clear so we are not 
reduced to pointing fingers or disclaiming these responsibilities. 

Recognizing the near-term resource outlook, MISO cannot afford to wait on any resources. For 
MISO members to ensure resource adequacy going forward, MISO must continue its focus on 
reducing barriers to accessing new resources, those on both the transmission and distribution 
systems, and ensure resource retirements are properly and holistically studied before states 
finalize their decisions. MISO must maintain its momentum working with stakeholders to 



improve its interconnection queue and transmission planning processes. The region should not 
wait for the large number of distributed resources – as MISO has recently proposed in its Order 
2222 implementation timeline – that can often be deployed much more rapidly than grid-scale 
resources. Likewise, MISO must move with haste to re-examine its study process for retiring 
resources so states can fully consider the impact retirements have on the region’s and the 
respective states’ electric reliability. 

The states, individually and collectively, remain committed to working with MISO to understand 
the drivers behind the recent PRA results, improve the clarity and context of MISO’s messaging 
on this matter, and address identified issues expeditiously.  As we continue the monumental task 
of overseeing the responsible transformation of our states’ generation fleets, we must continue 
to respect the manner in which each state regulates its utilities while ensuring that state and 
local processes work in concert with each other and with all MISO requirements and market 
signals. This complex coordination will certainly require creative solutions, and MISO and its 
members must rise to this challenge.  

We remain steadfast in our belief that the diversity of planning activities and highly 
interconnected nature of the MISO region remain major strengths.  We remain equally steadfast 
in our belief that our region and its constituent members are best served when decisionmakers 
at all levels engage in transparent, cooperative, and respectful communication and are 
committed to maintaining this level of engagement on behalf and to the benefit of our 
customers.   

 

Sincerely, 

Kim O’Guinn, Arkansas 

Carrie Zalewski, Illinois 

Sarah Freeman, Indiana 

Richard Lozier, Iowa 

Kent Chandler, Kentucky 

Dan Scripps, Michigan 

Joe Sullivan, Minnesota 

Ryan Silvey, Missouri 

Julie Fedorchak, North Dakota 

Gary Hanson, South Dakota 

Tyler Huebner, Wisconsin 

 
 


